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Fat School

In the Hills of North Carolina, a Controversial Experiment in Weight Loss
By Sandra G. Boodman
Washington Post Staff Writer
• Originally Published May 20, 2008

For many teenagers at Wellspring
Academy of the Carolinas, located at
the end of a serpentine dirt road, the
remote mountain outpost students call
“fat school” is a last-ditch stop in a
losing battle that has consumed their
lives.
The tiny school, which opened last
year in a refurbished summer camp in
Brevard, N.C., 400 miles southwest of
Washington, is designed to test one
of the most radical, controversial and
expensive ideas about how best to treat
pediatric obesity. At issue is whether
plucking youths as young as 11 who are
at least 30 pounds overweight out of
“obesogenic” environments and sending
them to a highly structured therapeutic
boarding school for rapid weight loss
BY CAROL GUZY — THE WASHINGTON POST
and intensive behavior therapy actually Finished with breakfast, Kevin Mayburn, 16, of Livonia, Mich., contemplates a day of classes at
works.
Wellspring Academy, a boarding school for obese teenagers.
A month’s stay at the school, which
has a maximum enrollment of 50, costs
$6,250, making a year at Wellspring scheduled to open, one near Boston and today weighs about 278 pounds, school
more expensive than a year at Harvard. the other near Austin, and a growing officials say.
Henry’s success contrasts with the
“We know that moderation has not number of state child welfare agencies
been successful for these kids,” said have expressed interest in placing obese experience of Jahcobie Cosom, 18, of
Dorchester, Mass. Cosom, who lost 167
Wellspring president Ryan Craig, a children at Wellspring.
“Overall, our success rate is excellent,” pounds at the school and 30 during his
graduate of Yale and its law school, who
characterizes measures like improving Craig said. The average weight loss for first month home, gained 260 pounds in
school lunches as too little, too late.
students who stay eight months (twice less than a year, his weight rocketing to
A former investment banker who the required minimum) is 81 pounds, he 562. He is scheduled to undergo gastric
persuaded Aspen Education, a for-profit said, and the first class of 15 students bypass surgery this summer.
behavioral health company, to spend on average maintained their weight
“If their families don’t change,
$6.5 million to test the approach, Craig loss 10 months after leaving — the [students] are going to be back to their
opened the first academy in 2004 in a only results Wellspring has published. old ways of doing things” when they get
shuttered mental hospital outside Fresno, Among them is Terry Henry of Exeter, home, said Anjali Jain, a pediatrician at
Calif. Until March the schools, the first N.H., who enrolled in September 2004 Children’s National Medical Center who
of their kind, were called Academy of at 15 weighing 558 pounds. He left 15 specializes in treating obesity. n
the Sierras. Two more campuses are months later weighing 253 pounds and
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Reflections on ‘Fat School’

BY CAROL GUZY — THE WASHINGTON POST
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“People were saying
I wouldn’t succeed.
I wanted to prove
them wrong.”

“I wish I’d never heard
of the place.”
Jahcobie Cosom, 18 | Dorchester, Mass.

—Vicky Maltagliati, 16 | Fairfax

By Sandra G. Boodman
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The drive on New Year’s Day 2006 was tense and silent:
Fairfax County deputy sheriff Paul Maltagliati was bound
for Dulles Airport, his daughter Vicky reluctantly in tow.
The 14-year-old would board two flights alone that would
take her to a California boarding school neither she nor
her parents had seen.
“We were out of options,” Maltagliati recalled. Vicky,
who weighed 230 pounds, was furious with her parents
for sending her so far away and scared about what lay
ahead. She was also miserable, and routinely came home
from her freshman year at Robinson Secondary School

By the time he was featured on a segment of “Extreme
Makeover” in July 2007, which aired months after it was
filmed, Jahcobie Cosom was well on his way to regaining
the 197 pounds he had lost in less than a year — and adding
almost 80 more.
Jahcobie, now 18 and a senior at Boston Arts Academy, a
public high school for the performing arts, was enrolled at
Wellspring’s California campus between October 2005 and
June 2006.
He lost 167 pounds there, 30 more his first month home
and then began putting the weight right back on. In less than
continued ON page 28
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in Fairfax in tears, once after a boy pasted a picture of a
pregnant woman on her locker.
“I figured if I removed Vicky from school, she’d lose
weight and get counseling and her education,” Maltagliati
said. One night while searching the Internet for help, he
said he stumbled upon the nation’s first boarding school for
obese teenagers, located in the middle of a plum orchard
in California’s Central Valley. This, he hoped, would be
the fresh start the youngest of his three children badly
needed.
Vicky’s resistance melted as she began losing weight, even
though she said “there was always a lot of drama” among
students and she clashed with her therapist, whom she
described as skinny and unsupportive. But in six months
she had lost 68 pounds.
Summer back home was rocky. Vicky diligently stuck to
Wellspring’s very low-fat diet the first month and logged
at least 10,000 steps each day. But that regimen got old
fast. She decided she was more interested in partying and
quickly gained 20 pounds.
Alarmed, her parents persuaded her to join the track team
her sophomore year. She also started therapy and soon
began losing weight again.
Vicky now weighs 164, which is what she weighed when
she left boarding school in June 2006. Most days she works
out at a gym and sticks to the Wellspring diet. “If I have a
bad day of eating,” she said, “I make sure I work out more
the next day.” When she goes to parties, she often brings
her own food.
She attributes her turnaround to the things she learned
at
boarding
school and to
her own gritty
determination.
“People
were
saying I wouldn’t
succeed,” she said.
“I wanted to prove
them wrong.” n■
■

a year Jahcobie, who stands a bit over 5 feet 9, ballooned to
562 pounds; he entered Wellspring weighing 483.
“He started off okay, but I guess he just figured he didn’t
have to do [at home] what he was doing” at school, said his
father, Larry Cosom, who added that his only son’s weight
gain has been a source of significant tension between
them.
Two years ago, Larry Cosom took out a $40,000 loan to
pay Jahcobie’s boarding school tuition. But last fall Cosom
lost his job, and he said he doesn’t know how he will repay
the debt. He said he has told Jahcobie he has no money to
give him for art college in the fall.
“It’s a lot of wasted money, but what can you do?” Larry
Cosom asked. “I wish we’d had a better game plan when he
came home.”
School officials declined to discuss Jahcobie’s case, citing
confidentiality. Daniel Kirschenbaum, clinical director of
Wellspring, said that sustaining weight loss once students
go home is challenging, “and you have to have all your
ducks lined up.”
Wellspring, which sponsors weekend programs for parents
that are designed to facilitate reentry at home, allowed
Jahcobie to return free of charge last year; he stayed less
than a month and left by mutual agreement.
Jahcobie attributes his weight gain to several factors: his
impoverished Dorchester neighborhood, which is awash in
fast food; the high cost of low-fat items; cultural differences
in food preferences; and the comfort he derived from eating
after several friends died suddenly.
He said he thinks attending Wellspring “hurt me more
mentally” because he feels ashamed and
responsible for his family’s financial straits.
“I wish I’d never heard of the place,” he
added.
In a last-ditch effort to control his weight,
Jahcobie is scheduled to undergo gastric
bypass surgery at Massachusetts General
Hospital in July. But he has been told he must
lose weight before doctors can operate.
Cosom said he and Jahcobie’s stepmother
have come to the realization that there is no
other way to control his son’s eating.
Jahcobie is optimistic the stomach-shrinking
operation will be the solution that has eluded
him. Boarding school, he said, “might be
good for kids who need to lose 30 to 40
pounds, but not for someone like me.” n■

Jahcobie
Cosom shares more
of his experiences at
Wellspring.
www.washington post.
com/obesity.
BY CAROL GUZY — THE WASHINGTON POST
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MORE THAN NUMBERS

Carrots vs. Cupcakes
Here is a comparison of the
nutritional value of nine raw
baby carrots and one homemade,
frosted cupcake.

calories

190

0

calories from fat

80

0

total fat (in grams)

8

40

0 cholesterol (milligrams)
0

sodium (milligrams)

25
160

9 total carbohydrates (grams) 26
PERCENTAGE OF DAILY RECOMMENDED VALUE

290%

vitamin A

0%

10%

vitamin C

0%

2%

calcium

4%

0%

iron

2%

SOURCES: Dole Food Company Inc.
Betty Crocker
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By the Numbers
The percentage of overweight and obese children in Maryland and Virginia
is on par with the national figure. The District of Columbia’s is much higher.

30.5%

Nationwide

39.5%

District of Columbia

29.9%

30.5%

Maryland

Virginia

SOURCE: National Survey of Children’s Health, 2003
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MORE THAN NUMBERS | Continued

Online: BMI Calculator, Tips
cdc.gov/nccdphp/dnpa/bmi
Calculators to determine and interpret
the body mass index for all ages
presidentschallenge.org
Join a national “challenge” by logging
your activity and comparing it with others’.
Tips and tools for getting active at
any age.
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ncsl.org/programs/health/ChildhoodObesity2007.htm
Obesity-related measures
by states last year
obesitycampaign.org
Legislative action and obesity-related
news and reports
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The Search for Solutions
Getting Kids to Think About Changing Exercise, Eating Habits Is One Thing;
Keeping Them on Track Is Another
By Bridget Schulte
Washington Post Staff Writer
• Published Originally May 22, 2008

Marisol Quiroz watched in alarm
as her overweight son ballooned 50
pounds in a year. She had taken him
to doctors and nutritionists who told
her to make him stop eating so much
but never told her how. David Quiroz,
12, weighed 215 pounds last fall. Half
his body mass was fat. His cholesterol
was elevated, his blood pressure was

too high and the sugar in his blood was
hitting dangerous levels. He was well on
his way to diabetes and heart disease
before reaching high school. His mother
made an appointment to see David’s
pediatrician alone. In tears, she told him
she had no idea what to do.
She found out that the medical
community does not really know, either.
Doctors are great once a child becomes
so obese that he or she develops diabetes
or heart disease, critics said. But they
have yet to figure out how to keep

children from becoming obese or how to
help them lose weight.
“We pediatricians do a fantastic job
talking about food during a child’s first
year of life. We know precisely how much
formula a 6-month-old needs because
we’ve been concerned about failure to
thrive. But we’re not terribly good about
what happens after that,” said Nazrat
M. Mirza, a pediatric endocrinologist
at Children’s National Medical Center
continued ON page 33
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TALE OF THE TAPE David Quiroz, 12, has his height checked by research assistant Caroline Collins during a visit to the Cool Kids program in Adams Morgan. David, his
younger brother, William, left and their parents went to the clinic for 13 weeks.
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in the District. “We pediatricians don’t
even talk about obesity.”
Most in the medical community said
they did not begin to recognize childhood
obesity was a problem until it had
become an epidemic. Now, researchers
are predicting that one of every two
children will develop Type 2 diabetes
because of excess weight, which raises
the probability that they will die as much
as 20 years younger than their parents.
And doctors are scrambling to catch up.
The American Academy of Pediatrics
only recently issued guidelines about
what to do for an overweight child.
“There’s been a delayed response
in the medical and health-care
community because, in many ways, we
weren’t prepared for it,” said Thomas
N. Robinson, director of the Lucile
Packard Children’s Hospital at Stanford
University‘s children’s hospital. The
conventional wisdom was that children
would outgrow the excess weight.
With so many young lives at stake,
about the only thing the medical
community knows for sure is that
traditional weight-loss programs do not
work. A success rate of 1 percent is the
best medical professionals have seen.
“We know how to change people’s
behavior, but we don’t know how to
sustain those changes,” said Terry Huang,
program director for pediatric obesity at
the National Institute of Child Health
and Human Development. It sounds so
easy, he said. Eat less. Exercise more.
If it were so easy, though, the majority
of Americans would not be overweight.
Even when it comes to bariatric surgery,
the most radical method of weight loss
that physically shrinks the stomach,
only 5 percent of patients return to what
doctors consider a normal weight . In all
weight-loss programs designed for adults
and children, almost everyone initially
loses, but within two years, patients
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FOOD FACTS April Elsbury discusses foods and fat content. Joselin Sanchez, 11, and Elvin Sorto, 13, are
participants in the Cool Kids program, which involves changing the behavior of the whole family.

have put the weight back on. “We have
to change course,” Huang said.
That change is complicated by money.
Obesity is not classified as a medical
disease, which means few insurance
companies will pay for weight-loss
treatment. What they will pay for,
however, are all the illnesses that arise
from obesity.
Researchers are finding genes that
contribute to obesity, and they are
studying how foods affect hormones that
contribute to appetite. Some researchers
have found that people metabolize food
differently, so no one diet will work for
all types of people.
They are finding that the body is,
evolutionally, still programmed to hunt
for food and survive famine. If the body
is not moving, as most aren’t in these
sedentary times, the brain thinks the
body is starving. So the body begins to
cannibalize protein-rich muscle to feed
the brain and conserve fat stores.

33

“We are living not as our genes
intended.
It’s not normal to play video games all
day,” said Eric Hoffman, director of the
Center for Genetic Medical Research at
Children’s Hospital. “We have taught our
children how to kill themselves. We have
to reverse that.”
Mirza is one of the few pioneering
pediatricians who is trying. Shocked
at the rates of childhood obesity when
she came to the United States from
Kenya, Mirza has been working on a
new kind of weight-loss program, one
that involves changing the behavior of
the whole family by reteaching everyone
how to shop, cook, think about food. She
is starting with the Latino community,
where diabetes runs high. And, following
up on genetic research, she is testing
whether low-fat or low-glycemic diets
work better for Latinos.
continued to page 34
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THE DANGER OF DIABETES Elvin Sorto, 13, eats broccoli during a session in the Cool Kids program in Adams Morgan.

continued from page 33

The need is acute, she said. In her
practice, she has seen a 9-month-old
weighing 30 pounds — twice the
average size for a child that age. She
works with an 11-year-old who weighs
420 pounds. And her associate, a
psychologist who studies sleep apnea,
is considering a tracheotomy for a 16year-old so dangerously obese that he
stops breathing 75 times an hour during
the night.
It was to Mirza’s program that David
Quiroz’s pediatrician told the boy’s
mother to go.
David, a good-natured honor student
at Julius West Middle School in
Montgomery County, can matter-of-
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factly recite what he used to eat. School
lunches of cheeseburgers, pizza, two or
three servings of french fries or tater
tots every day. A trip to the snack
line for ice cream or cookies. Candy
and soda from vending machines after
school. Chips and soda at home while
watching television or playing Halo on
Xbox. “I think I overdid it,” he said.
He also can describe all the diets he
has tried. He wanted to be healthy.
He did not like that he got winded
walking to class. He was not happy
when he signed up for wrestling, but
had to spend the semester on the bench
because teachers could not find anyone
in his weight class.
It’s just that he loves food. And he
has always felt hungry, even after a
34

big meal. “We’d go out to dinner at the
Cheesecake Factory or Red Lobster and
I’d eat all my dinner, then my brother’s,
then everybody’s leftovers in the car on
the way home,” he said.
His mother thought she was cooking
healthy meals, but they were heavy
on the white rice she liked from her
childhood in the Dominican Republic.
And she tried to help him. “I wanted
him to join a soccer team or sports
teams, but they have practices after
school and I could never get him there,”
she said. She works as a dental assistant
in Bethesda and does not return home
until late. His father works two jobs as a
nursing assistant to pay for their house
continued to page 35
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in Potomac. So she bought him a treadmill, an exercise bike
and a punching bag. He never used them. She couldn’t get him
interested in the equipment.
At his first weigh-in with Mirza’s Cool Kids program, David’s
body mass index, which is the relationship between his height
and weight, was 36 — more than twice the BMI for the
average 12-year-old. His glucose tolerance was 177. Normal
tolerance is 140; a diabetic’s is 200. And his insulin resistance
was 13.2. Because insulin resistance has never been a problem
for children before, doctors are not sure what a normal
range is. Normal for adults is 2. “He really had the metabolic
syndrome,” Mirza said, a new condition marked by a cluster of
risk factors that lead to heart disease and diabetes.
That scared David. The summer before, he had found his
father collapsed in the driveway, in the early stages of a heart
attack.
For 13 weeks, David, his younger brother, William, and their
parents went to Mirza’s clinic in Adams Morgan every week.
They set goals and talked about overcoming barriers to healthy
eating. They met with a psychologist to talk about self-image.
The boys exercised, then learned about nutrition — they were
shown test tubes filled with Crisco equaling the fat content
of their favorite fast foods. Marisol Quiroz attended nutrition
class with other parents and shopped with a nutritionist who
taught her what to look for on food labels: no more than 3
grams of fat and 12 grams of sugar per serving, and high fiber
— 5 grams plus the child’s age.
The family learned about proper portion size. If Quiroz
serves white rice, she serves no more than a half-cup for each
person. She began packing David’s lunch, substituting white
bread and tortillas with whole-wheat tortillas and whole-grain
white bread, because David does not like whole-wheat bread
yet. She began cooking fish and baking chicken instead of
eating out so often. If the family ate out, they chose Subway
over McDonald’s, and ordered half-subs instead of foot-longs.
“The technique we use is not to make drastic changes, but
small, permanent changes,” Mirza said.
It’s not about dieting; it’s about life choices. If a child watches
six to eight hours of television a day, the first goal is to reduce
the amount by an hour or two. If a child consumes several
sugar-laced Gatorade drinks, juices, sodas and VitaminWaters,
Mirza asks them to cut back. She encourages families to eat
meals together slowly and wait before reaching for seconds, as
it takes 15 to 20 minutes for the stomach to signal to the brain
that it is full. New research is showing that many overweight
children who, like David, developed uncontrollable appetite
habits very young, are often unable to recognize when they
are full and need to relearn to listen to their internal hunger
drive.
Mirza asks children to get a good night’s sleep, because
June 3, 2008
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when the body is sleep-deprived, it craves fatty, high-sugar
foods. And she wants them to exercise. The children wear a
pedometer and are asked to take at least 10,000 steps a day,
or about five miles.
When David first put on the pedometer, he barely made it
to 300 steps. His mother found a kid-friendly gym, FunFit, in
Gaithersburg. She drives her sons there at least three times a
week. They play around on mats and do a 30-minute circuit
on a treadmill, stationary bike and kid-friendly machines. On
days when the weather is good, she takes a walk with the boys
and kicks a soccer ball in a park. Some days, David gets up to
nearly 5,000 steps.
In February, David went again to Mirza’s clinic. He now goes
once a month. At his weigh-in, he had lost nearly 30 pounds.
His BMI was 30, and his insulin resistance has been reduced
by half. “To lose six BMI is amazing. I am very proud of him,”
Mirza said. “We’re not at a camp. He’s still living in the free
world, and there’s so much temptation out there.”
David is proud, too. “I feel better about myself since losing
weight,” he said. He is no longer the last to finish the mile run
in PE. He is able to concentrate better in school. He still does
not go to school dances, though he is thinking he might for
the first time.
But he struggles. On days when there are class parties with
cupcakes, his friends circle him and remind him how well he
is doing.
On a recent day at lunch, David opened his small blue lunch
box and ate a sandwich with low-fat turkey and provolone
cheese spread with low-fat mayonnaise. He drank a 10-calorie
juice and ate a banana. He was finished before his friends made
it through the lunch line and took seats around him with their
pepperoni pizzas, fried chicken patties on buns, chocolate milk
and french fries. The snack line stretched nearly into the hall
as students bought ice cream, candy, cookies and pretzels.
Vending machines lined the hallways and one wall of the
cafeteria.
David walked through the lunch line to see if there would be
anything Mirza would approve of. He found a tray of bruised
fruit and another of wilted iceberg lettuce and tomato slices.
The low-fat yogurt had 40 grams of sugar. He looked wistfully
at his friends’ meals. “Sometimes I miss it,” he said. “But then
I think of my health.”
Change is hard. His mother said she sometimes finds french
fry trays in his lunch box. And though he is eating healthier,
he sometimes does not know when to stop. He still thinks
the treadmill is boring. And his favorite thing on television
remains the Food Network. He likes to watch the bakers on
“Ace of Cakes” deliver confections like three-layer chocolate
pound cakes.
“I’d love to do that,” he said wistfully. Then he smiled. “I just
hope I don’t eat all the cake before I deliver it.” n■
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10 Facts About Nutrition, Fitness and Weight
physical activity such as walking the dog (not slowly),
riding your bike or dancing to your favorite songs.

• Originally Published, May 21, 2008

Bad: One in four Americans eats fast food at least
once a day.

Good:

calories, sugar and salt and less fiber and protein than
other cereals. Most kids’ cereals don’t meet national
school nutrition standards.

You usually feel happier after playing
or exercising because of special chemicals called
endorphins that your brain releases while you’re
moving. Endorphins (pronounced en-DOOR-fins) are a
natural mood-booster!

Good: Eat according to the colors of the rainbow. The

Really Bad: Fewer than 1 in 25 elementary

Good:

Do Better: States in New England and out west

Bad: Most cereals made for kids contain more

more colors to your food — such as the reds, oranges,
yellows, greens and even blues of fruits and vegetables
— the more important nutrients you’ll get.

schools and fewer than 1 in 13 middle schools in this
country provide daily P.E. classes for all students. And
many elementary schools have cut out recess.

Your brain depends on your stomach to signal
that it’s full, but that message takes 20 minutes to be
delivered. So slow down during meals, and you’ll be less
likely to eat too much.

have the most physically active residents; southern
states have the most couch potatoes. When the federal
government measured this last year, Virginians were
slightly more on the move than Marylanders.

Bad: If you eat even 100 calories more a day than

Bad: One in three American kids and teens is

you burn by being active, that “energy gap” could add
10 pounds a year. How much is 100 calories? Half a
glazed doughnut.

overweight or heavy enough to be considered obese.
(Let’s all aim at making ourselves and our friends much
healthier!)

Good: Almost every day kids should have at least

— Susan Levine

an hour of what the experts call moderate-intensity
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Academic Content Standards
This lesson addresses academic content standards of Maryland, Virginia and the District of Columbia.

Maryland

Virginia

Washington, D.C.

Biology: Recognize food as the source
of materials that all living things need
to grow and survive. (Expectation 3.1,
Grade 4)

Health: The student will explain that
health habits impact personal growth
and development. Key concepts/
skills include
a) food and beverage choices based
on nutritional content;
b) the benefits of physical activity
and personal fitness;
c) safe and harmful behaviors;
d) positive interaction with family,
peers, and other individuals. (3.1,
Grade 3)

Science, Life Science: Humans have
a variety of mechanisms to stay
healthy. (3.7, Grade 3)
As a basis for understanding this
concept,
• Explain the eating a variety of
healthy foods and getting enough
exercise and rest help people stay
healthy.
• Recognize that food provides
energy as well as materials for
growth, maintenance, and repair of
body parts.
• Recognize that vitamins and
minerals are substances required
by the body in small amounts to
synthesize essential substances and
carry out essential processes.
• Describe how, as a person matures,
the amounts of food and exercise
need by the body change.

Biology: Describe what happens to
food in plants and animals:
• Contributes to growth
• Supports repair
• Provides energy
• Is stored for future use
• Is eliminated
(Expectation 3.1, Grade 4)
Biology: Cite evidence from research
and observations that organisms that
eat plants or animals break down
what they have consumed (food) to
produce the materials and energy they
need to survive or store for later use.
(Expectation 3.1, Grade 7)

The Maryland Voluntary State Curriculum
Content Standards can be found online at
http://mdk12.org/assessments/vsc/index.
html.
June 3, 2008

Health: The student will demonstrate
responsibility for developing
personal health habits and practicing
behaviors that promote an active,
healthy lifestyle. Key concepts/skills
include
b) the connection between
nutritional guidelines and weight
management;
d) the importance of exercise and
recreation;
e) the effects of personal health
habits on cardiovascular fitness;
f) the importance of developing and
maintaining a positive self-image.
(5.2, Grade 5)

Standards of Learning currently in effect
for Virginia Public Schools can be found
online at www.pen.k12.va.us/VDOE/
Superintendent/Sols/home.shtml.
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Science, Life Science: All organisms
need energy and matter to live and
grow. (4.7, Grade 4)

Learning Standards for DCPS are found
online at www.k12.dc.us/dcps/Standards/
standardsHome.htm.
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